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Circulation Plan Element
Introduction and Background
The circulation system is a major element of any municipality. It includes the road network as well as bus routes,
rail lines, bike paths and pedestrian paths. It influences the very character of land use and surrounding
development.
In accordance with the Municipal Land Use Law, “ A Circulation Plan Element showing the location and types of
facilities for all modes of transportation required for the efficient movement of people and goods, into, about and
through the municipality, taking into account the functional classification system of the Federal Highway
administration and the types, locations, conditions, and availability of existing and proposed transportation
facilities, including air, water, road, and rail” is required.
The main purpose of this Element of the Master plan is to establish a framework of how the Township of Brick
intends to address its future transportation needs. It establishes the policies, strategies, and priorities for shortterm decisions in order to meet the goals and objectives as outlined hereafter.
Brick’s success in being a desirable place to live and work is reflected in its circulation system as much as its
population, landscape, and overall development. The influx of residents, coupled by new businesses in the area,
has resulted in an increase in the volume of vehicular traffic. As a result Brick Township is currently faced with
heavy traffic volume on its roads.
Brick experienced a significant population increase approximately twenty years ago. Similar to other towns in the
vicinity, the construction boom of the 1980’s resulted in a surplus of available housing. The introduction of new
local roads servicing these developments have altered Brick’ vehicular circulation patterns. In addition, the
Township has endured a tremendous demand for retail space in the last ten years, resulting in vast development
and redevelopment of Bricks commercial and retails centers. The confluence of State Routes 88 and 70 and the
Garden State Parkway have made the Township the focus of commercial and retail activity for northern Ocean
County. Most notable are the concentration and size of shopping centers in a small area.
At the time of the Census in 2000, the population was 76,119, and Brick was 95% developed. The majority of the
remaining open parcels of land are severely constrained by environmental sensitivity, making transportation
developments difficult at best. It is expected that the growth trend of the next ten years will mimic that of
developed urban areas constituting infill developments, redevelopment, infill migration of a more diverse
population will be the thrust of the development make up.
It is important to recognize the rapid growth of the surrounding municipalities as well as the Township. The
significant increase in population over the past 10 years is directly related to the dramatic increase in traffic flows on
both the major and minor roadways. Population growth in the municipalities surrounding Brick Township will also
contribute to the flow and volumes of traffic. The existing transportation system will require redevelopment as well
as maintenance and expansion. The township’s development as a commercial center is generating its own
market draw. While consumer’s needs will vary, the general trade area where a traffic draw is generated can be
defined by certain natural, political and manmade boundaries. The trade area for the retail market of Brick is
bound to the north by the Manasquan, to the east by the Atlantic Ocean, to the west by the Downtown Lakewood
shopping center, and to the south be the Ocean County Mall Regional Commercial Corridor (Hooper Avenue and
Bay Boulevard – Dover Township). As a result, the surrounding area must also be considered when analyzing
Brick’s circulation.
Demographic changes as well as seasonal recreation changes also play a role in the changing circulation needs
of as well as the transportation planning for the future. Brick Township is seeing an increase in the number of age
restricted senior living developments in town and in adjacent towns, which has lead to more centralized traffic
patterns for the immediate area. A generation of aging “baby boomers” will continue to influence transportation
needs as they transcend middle-age, continue to drive more miles, and demand more transportation services.
Seasonal residents and vacationers who choose to use Brick’s recreational facilities or roadways as access to the
beach, provide decentralized traffic patterns, resulting in numerous, longer trips during the spring and summer
months. Seasonal traffic patterns on select arterials introduce high traffic volumes during peak times. Additionally,
seasonal traffic patterns include drivers who are not familiar with the routes or the conditions of the roadways
producing frustrations for motorists.
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Goals & Objectives
Transportation issues within Brick Township are numerous and far reaching. Like many other larger municipalities
New Jersey, transportation issues in Brick have an affect on individuals (municipal employees, residents of Brick,
and shoppers/visitors to the town) on a daily basis. As growth takes place within Brick as well as throughout
within the state, the emphasis on transportation issues increases on many levels, including:
• Engineering: Increased planning/engineering efforts to maintain and adapt infrastructure.
• Education: Increased municipal, county and state programs; Increased community involvement,
outreach and input in projects.
• Enforcement: Police involvement, patrols and outreach.
The Township of Brick has establishes a series of Goals and Objectives for the Circulation Element of the Master
Plan. These goals and objectives are broad based recommendations to be instituted in all future transportation
related projects. Specific transportation improvements are discussed further in the recommendation section of the
report.
Brick Township has been proactive in addressing transportation issues and has employed some innovative
approaches to obtain results and reach its goals. At this time it is important to list the township’s circulation goals
for the future.
1 - To provide improved traffic circulation and the reduction of hazardous traffic condition throughout the
Township.
2 - Establishing minimum construction standards and programs for roadway construction and restoration
3 - Coordinate transportation related projects and concerns with surrounding
municipalities, adjacent Counties and State agencies.
4 - To establish a unified circulation system by properly relating local roads to the 1990 State and County
functional road classification system and provide a uniform system of way-finding, as well as directional
signage for each route.
5 - To continue to seek funds from Federal, State & County resources for Township road improvement
projects.
6 - To provide opportunities for alternative means of travel including but not limited to pedestrian walkways,
bicycle paths, bus routes, air and rail transit and the utilization of the inland waterways.
7 - To provide an additional North-South means of crossing the Metedeconk River/Forge Pond and provide
an additional means of connecting northern and southern Brick.
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Goal No. 1 – To provide improved traffic circulation and the reduction of hazardous traffic condition
throughout the Township.
One of the keys to understanding the circulation system is to accept that one cannot reduce the amount of traffic
on our roadways. The solution is in efficient traffic management as opposed to traffic reduction. This can be
achieved by methods as complex as providing alternate routes to overcrowded highways, or as simple as
providing way-finding signage along seasonal or commercial routes.
Brick has been diligent in its effort to conform to federal and state standards associated with traffic management.
In effort to keep its existing facilities in a state of good repair, Brick has exercised aggressive annual capital
improvement programs that address roadway and drainage maintenance. Through cooperative efforts of capital
improvements, and the reviewing agencies such as the Planning Board and Board of Adjustment, the Township
has been committed in its efforts of regulating traffic associated with new projects, public and private, in strict
conformance with the Federal Highway Administration’s Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).
The intent of the MUTCD is to establish uniformity in traffic control techniques throughout the country so that
transportation situations are easily identifiable through familiar regulatory and warning devices. As a matter of
law, devices installed must be in conformance with these standards, or they are not enforceable. Additionally,
improvements associated with private commercial developments should be required to comply with subtitle Title
39 Statue (Motor Vehicles and Traffic Regulation) for their properties. These rights give Township police the right
of enforcement of traffic violations on private properties and effectively manage the associated traffic.
Various traffic calming elements/projects may be implemented throughout the township. Each element must be
carefully selected to best fit with the existing neighborhood with minimal impact. All of Brick’s Commercial
development is located on state highways and county roads. In commercial developments, the Township’s
Planning Board and Board of Adjustment have been requiring adjacent commercial sites to provided cross access
between the parking areas. This aids in reducing the number of vehicular trips on the state and county roads and
promotes better through traffic.
Goal No. 2 - Establishing minimum construction standards and programs for roadway construction and
restoration
Brick developed over an extensive time span. As a result, the roadway network is a assortment of various
improvements that vary from neighborhood to neighborhood. In some ways, the construction and improvements.
Brick Township is a sprawl community with its roadway network streets being a basic building block in the
different character definitions of individual neighborhoods. And therefore, it is important that future roadway
improvement projects do not infringe upon surrounding neighborhood character. At the same time, the Township
recognizes the importance of establishing minimum standards for roadway construction and site improvements.
To ensure the integrity and safety of the improvements as well as protect the individual characters of local
neighborhoods and communities, it is recommended that the Council adopt ordinances to establish minimum
improvement standards for roadway systems. These standards should incorporate standards as promulgated by the
Residential Site Improvement Standards, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) "A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets", the New Jersey Department of
Transportation’s – Standards for Roadway Construction and the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. The
Township’s Planning Board and Board of Adjustment share responsibility with the Council, police department and
engineering department to ensure that new developments adhere to regulatory statues, local statues as well as the
Master Plan.
It is recommended that a roadway moratorium be established in order to prohibit/limit roadway excavation in
recently improved public streets. This will encourage developers as well as utility companies to work together
with the Township in maintaining functional systems as well as prolonging the useful life of the individual roadway
sections.
Site improvements, public and private should be required to establish an existing level of service for the
surrounding circulation system. All proposed improvements should be prohibited from substantially reducing
predevelopment service levels. For consistency, all level of service calculations should be provided in
accordance with the standards of the Transportation Research Board’s Highway Capacity Manual and the NJDOT
State Highway Access Management Plan.
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Another method of effectively managing traffic is to limit the number of access points onto individual roadways.
Driveways are frequently unmarked and unchannelized. Driveway standards that minimize the number of access
points on major roads promote fewer interruptions in through traffic movements. Vehicular traffic exiting and
entering the road capacitates congestion. By limiting the frequency of access point, there is an added benefit of
beautification as well as safety to the traveled way.
Consideration should be give to the development of ordinances mandating development on State Highways to be
developed in accordance with the State Highway Access Management Plan for conformance with the Desirable
Typical Section for that particular section of highway. Additionally, procedures for initializing traffic calming
elements throughout the Township should be codified through the development of new ordinances. These
procedures should include measures for managing citizens’ complaints and concerns, a standardized form,
investigative steps through the Planning, Traffic Safety and Engineering Departments, public involvement, Council
Endorsement and inclusion in Capital programs.
Goal No. 3 - Coordinate transportation related projects and concerns with surrounding
municipalities, adjacent Counties and State agencies.
The township’s roadway network is interlinked at the County as well as the State’s level. Brick Township is
unique in that almost all of the Township’s commercial land is located on County Roads and State highways.
Action must be taken at the township level to coordinate with the County and the State to pursue and provide
additional connectors and interchanges within and in close proximity to the Township. While township roads
function at or near capacity, the majority of the County Roads and State Routes are over capacity and as a result,
causing congestion and delay for area motorists. The lack of jurisdiction over the at-fault roadways limits the
methods of remediation available for the Township.
Based on the volume of traffic and the indicated growth, the previous master plan had suggested that a traffic
study be undertaken of the major roads that exhibit these high volumes of growth in the Average Annual Daily
Traffic (AADT). Based on available traffic counts, it has been determined that the majority of roadways that
exceed capacity are under the jurisdiction of the Ocean County, the State Department of Transportation, or the
State Highway Authority. Brick has continued to work with the appropriate authorities in efforts to initiate studies
that could serve as a -basis for petition to the respective levels of government to make improvements to the roads
before they reach capacity. A third alternative would be to form a regional traffic agency that could address these
problems from a regional viewpoint. Increased use of public transportation should also be advocated.
The existing Traffic situations on NJSH Route 70 have become so problematic that in 2000, the Township
Administration authorized a task force to study potential points of alleviation. Through the cooperative efforts of
county, state, municipal and legislative help, the task force was created to evaluate the congestion issues along
the commercial segments of Route 70, which is from the old Laurelton Circle, to the Lakewood Township border.
This section is sometimes referred to as the “missing mile” indicating that it is the section of Route 70 missing
from the State’s improvement plan. The expansion of Route 70 throughout the “Missing Mile” was conceptually
developed through a corridor study developed by the task force. This expansion can be seen in Figures 1, 2, 3,
and 4. Due to the magnitude of the expansion and the associated costs, the overall expansion is being divided
into smaller projects. Some qualify as Pipeline 3 and Pipeline 4 projects at the NJDOT, which increases their
viability potential for State funding.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 4
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The annual progress meeting with County Officials provides Brick with the opportunity to discuss local issues that
have a jurisdictional overlap due to County jurisdiction. It is where design and construction projects are
discussed, and assistance and information on local issues.
Brick’s commitment toward interagency coordination has already begun within the various jurisdictions of the
Township. Development/redevelopment is a reality in virtually all municipalities and arguably is a necessary part of
the economic vitality of the township. The local Planning Board and Board of Adjustment have been instrumental in
effecting the circulation patterns of new commercial sites. Development that is not sensitive to residential traffic
concerns is problematic in that extensive off-site impacts on local roads directly affect area residents, increases in
traffic operations on local roads degrade Quality of Life and design that is not sensitive to surrounding residents can
affect property values. Brick Township has a unique hardship in that most (if not all) of the commercially zoned
properties within the township front on non-municipal roads. The advantages to involvement at the Planning Board
level is that we are able to evaluate planned development and advise the administration on capital improvements
that are compatible with development, if needed. Additionally, we are able to work with the applicants to minimize
impacts to local receptors (such as neighborhoods, roadways, or schools) that applicants may not otherwise be
aware of. These agencies should continue to work with the applicants on the larger commercial applications to
implement safety improvements; institute traffic calming measures on site and to configure circulation and access
such that local impacts are minimized. Furthermore, these municipal intricacies facilitate coordination with county
and state offices on regional impacts.
Goal No. 4 – To establish a unified circulation system by properly relating local roads to the 1990 State and
County functional road classification system and provide a uniform system of way-finding, as well as
directional signage for each route.
The Functional Classification System
All roads within Ocean County have been classified according to the Functional Classification System developed
by the Federal Highway Administration. The Federal Highway Act sets forth a definition for each roadway
designation according to its functional use, or according to the level of service that it is expected to provide. The
classification procedure considers the highway or street as part of an overall travel network. The Functional
Classification of Highways in Brick Township is shown on the original Master Plan and is in accordance with the
classification system of the Ocean County Planning Board dated December 10, 1985. The functional
classification system determines a roadways intended use as a function of access and movement and is also
related to the proposed right-of-way and design standards for each particular road. As a subdivision or site plan
occurs along a road, the required right-of-way and improvements can be uniformly established across the County
when the functional classification system is used.
It is traditional in highway and transportation planning to classify roads by their function as carriers of regional or
local traffic. The functional classification system for Brick Township consists of four classes of roads as shown on
the Master Plan. Ranked by hierarchy they are listed below.
Freeways
A freeway is an arterial roadway designed to provide a high level of service to its users and the
communities it serves. Roadway access to abutting properties is limited and traffic movement is rapid.
Freeways usually link the metropolitan centers of a region and/or serve as center-city bypass routes for
through traffic.
The design features of a freeway include separation of traffic by a center median, full access control and
grade separation at intersections. The interchanges are generally widely spaced. Because of the limited
access allowed both onto and crossing of, a freeway physically divides the land and forms a basic factor
in land planning. With regard to Brick Township, the Garden State Parkway is placed in this designation
and provides the major north-south access to the Township.
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Principal Arterials
Principal arterials perform a number of functions:
• A connector road having trip length and travel density characteristics indicative of substantial
statewide or inter-county travel.
• An access road to freeways.
• Land service roads to abutting properties. However, service to abutting land should be subordinate to
the provision of travel service to major travel movements. Arterials serve long distance trips and high
volumes of traffic, and points of access should be discouraged along them.
Minor Arterials
Minor arterials form a middle link between the principal arterials and the collector roads. In this capacity,
they serve the following functions:
• Connector roads between cities and towns and other traffic generators, such as major resort areas.
• Augment and provide access roads to the principal arterials and freeways. Link higher road classifications with local development considerations.
• Provide service for trips of moderate length with relatively high overall travel speeds, with minimum
interference to thru movement.
• Places more emphasis on land access than higher road classifications and consequently a lower level
of traffic mobility.
Collector System
Collector roads serve travel that is intra-county and travel trips that are shorter than those of arterial
routes. Consequently, speeds are typically slower.
Collector roads may enter developed areas in order to distribute traffic from the arterial or higher road
systems to the ultimate destination on a local or collector system. Conversely, the collector roads serve to
connect traffic from local streets to the arterial system. They have been subdivided into the following four
categories.
Major Collectors
This road category functions in a mixed urban-rural area such as Brick to provide primary access
to small developed areas, individual traffic generating land uses and to provide bypass or
alternate connections to the larger concentrations.
Minor Collectors
Minor collectors function to carry traffic from local streets and major traffic generating land uses to
the primary and secondary roads. They also serve as land access roads. Most roads in the
Township service several residential sections and should be classified as minor collectors.
Local Streets
The local road system is generally characterized by streets that serve primarily as a means of
access to adjacent lands, where thru traffic is generally discouraged. Local roads provide travel
service over relatively short distances and act as connectors to the higher order systems.
Paper Streets
Brick Township has a significant number of paper streets. These are streets that have R.O.W.
mapped on the tax maps but do not exist as travel ways. They are not improved or paved.
However, they do represent a public right-of-way if one is needed. In other cases, they should be
vacated.
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Table No. 1
Functional Classification of Roads
Township of Brick
Freeways
Principle Arterials

The Garden State Parkway
Route 70*
Route 88 from Point Pleasant to Route 70 *
Brick Boulevard**
Chambers Bridge Road**

Minor Arterials

Cedar Bridge Avenue**
Mantoloking Road**
Burnt Tavern Road**
Burnt Tavern Road Extension**
Herbertsville Road**
Route 88 west from Route 70 to the Lakewood *

Minor Collectors

Hooper Avenue**
Drum Point Road**
Adamston Road**
Midstreams Road
Jordan Road
Van Zile Road
Maple Avenue
Lanes Mill Road**
Sally Ike Road**
Forge Pond Road
* Indicates State of New Jersey jurisdiction
** Indicates Ocean County jurisdiction

Note: All roads not otherwise indicated on the Functional Classification Map are considered local streets.
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Overall Roadway Classification Map

Fig. 5
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Land Use and development are continuously altering the circulation patters of area roads. Based upon the
current needs of the area motorist and their resulting demand on the local roadway network, the following roads
are being recommended for reclassification.
• Burrsville Road – Minor Collector
• Princeton Avenue– Minor Collector
• Jack Martin Boulevard – Minor Collector
• Duquesne Boulevard – Minor Collector
• Cherry Quay Road – Minor Collector

Fig. 6
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Fig. 7
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Fig. 8
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Fig. 9
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Goal No. 5 – To continue to seek funds from Federal, State & County resources for Township road
improvement projects.
Capital funding has been the main resource for transportation improvement; however, other sources of funding have
been utilized for specific projects. Grants are an excellent way of complementing the capital budget. The New
Jersey Department of Transportation makes funds available through the Transportation Trust Fund for construction
projects that enhance the quality of life for residents. Additionally monies are available through the Transportation
Enhancement Act of the 21st Century. These grants are awarded to projects that enhance surface transportation.
As the majority of the Township’s congestion lies on roadways under County or State jurisdiction, Brick has been
innovative in pooling resources and working with the various agencies at the County and State levels. The
Township must maintain theses relationships to further enhance traffic management improvements along its major
roads. Brick has been innovative in initiating improvements along the Route 70 Corridor, such as the Route 70 left
turn lane extension onto Chambers Bridge Road. In July 2005, the NJDOT has approved a Municipal Aid
Application to reimburse Brick Township for costs incurred with the extension of the eastbound left turn lane at
Chambers Bridge Road. The NJDOT has approved reimbursement of $165,000 obtained through contributions paid
to the NJDOT by developers on Route 70 for off-site impacts created by their projects. Brick initiated the design and
construction of the extension, while funding for this project was obtained from the NJDOT from their collections of
developers’ contributions.
Goal No. 6 – To provide opportunities for alternative means of travel including but not limited to pedestrian
walkways, bicycle paths, bus routes, air and rail transit and the utilization of the inland waterways.
Intermodal Methods of Transportation
Bike Trails
The Township goal is to link all of the various communities, shopping districts, recreation areas, beaches, and
open space areas by means of a bicycle transportation system that can be accessed and enjoyed by all of the
Townships residents. The overall Bicycle Path Network should be accessible throughout the entire municipality.
Eventually, the trails should be consolidated with Ocean County Bikeway system wherever practical. Brick
Township, through the course of the past ten years, has benefited from the infusion of a substantial amount of
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) “Green Acres” funding for open space and
recreational area acquisitions. The bicycle trail network envisioned works hand in hand with that preservation of
open space that has been fostered and nurtured by Township officials in the past.
Many of the envisioned bicycle paths planned by the Township trail through recent open space acquisitions made
possible by the “Green Acres” program. The various grant requests are being expanded to include bike paths for
“Green Acres” sites and other substantial areas of open space throughout the Township. For the purposes of this
grant request, the nature trail objective through the use of substantial areas of open space is maintained for the
Airport Tract Path Phase II with the added benefit of acting in conjunction with other Bicycle Path Applications to
begin the formation of a bicycle path network for users.
The Township is developing two bicycle path networks. The bike trails are intended to interlink area schools,
recreational facilities, historic sites, and public land. The northern trail, also known as the Sawmill Bike Trail, will
ultimately connect to the Brick Township Municipal Utilities Authority reservoir, currently under construction. The
southern trail, or Airport Bike Trail will terminate at the Barnegat Bay, where the County is constructing a public
fishing pier that will be dedicated to Brick. Two major projects underway are the extension of the Airport Road
bicycle trail, and the construction of the Seawood Harbor Bicycle Trail. See Map A – Bicycle Trails
New Jersey Transit Rail System
The existing North Jersey Coast Line and the proposed Monmouth Ocean Middlesex offer transportation services
to the Amtrak and New Jersey Transit northeast corridor. While neither service line offers a stop in Brick
Township, its existence offers commuters an alternate to the overcrowded roadway system. Progress continues
towards the operation of the Monmouth/Ocean/Middlesex rail system. It holds the potential to be a more viable
means of travel.
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The Intercostal Inland Waterway
Brick Township is situated along the intercostal waterway, which provides inland passage for vessels from the
Point Pleasant Inlet, to the Florida Keys. These waters are regulated and maintained by the United States Coast
Guard, however, Brick Township is committed to providing its residents with access to the inland waterway.
Capital projects such as lagoon dredging enable boaters to access channels. Dock, bulkhead, and shoreline
stabilization projects typically occur where a Township right-of-way terminates at a water body. These projects
protect the barrier between the roadways and waterways.
As we look ahead, the Township should continue lagoon maintenance and shoreline stabilization/protection
projects, as well as actively pursue acquiring public access points where the two systems of transportation can
meet. Currently, there are no pubic facilities available for boaters to launch their craft.
Buses
Bus service is present through a variety of different companies that offer services for different needs in town. Bus
Service reduces the dependence on personal automobiles. The existing bus services have been summarized
below. The existing bus services in town concentrate on regional destinations. The improvements to the Parkway
interchange 91 should encourage more community residents to utilize the North Jersey New Jersey Transit Bus
services available. Commuter traffic is a phenomenon that transverse county and state boundaries into New York
and Philadelphia. Brick has been and must continue to work with the surrounding municipalities, Ocean and
Monmouth County, and the State Department of Transportation and the State Transportation authority to
encourage the providers of mass transportation to propose and coordinate improvements and expansions to the
existing services.
1) NJ Transit
Route 1371
Route 3172
2) Academy Bus3
3) Ocean Ride4
4) Summerfest Shuttles5
5) Recreational Shuttles
Senior Living Shuttles

1

Serving Island Beach State Park (seasonal), Seaside Park (seasonal), Seaside Heights (seasonal), Toms River, Dover
Township, Brick Township, Lakewood, New York. Brick Township stops include CR 549 at Kettle Creek Road, CR 549 at
Brick Plaza, the Park & Ride at CR 549 at Dorado Shopping Center, and the Brick Township Park & Ride Lot. (Effective
09/02/03)
2
Serving Philadelphia, Camden, Cherry Hill, Moorestown, Mt. Laurel, Mt. Holly, Pemberton, Burlington Co. College, Browns
Mills, Fort Dix, McGuire AFB, Wrightstown, Cassville, Lakewood, Brick, Point Pleasant Beach, Belmar, Asbury Park. Brick
Township stop is Brick Plaza on Brick Boulevard. (Effective 09/02/03).
3
Wall Street Express – Garden State Parkway. Brick Township stops include Brick Park & Ride, Dorado Park & Ride, Brick
Plaza on Brick Boulevard, CR 549 at Drumpoint Road, Bricktown Bay Harbor Mall, Silverton & Kettle Creek Road, Silverton
A&P on Polhemus Road, Hooper Avenue & Fischer Boulevard. (Effective 09/09/02)
4
Ocean Ride is Ocean County’s Transportation system. Originally designed to serve seniors and people with disabilities, Ocean
Ride has evolved into providing east/west service (to complement the NJTransit north/south service pattern) to the general
public at nominal fares. The Brick Link Route begins at the Point Pleasant rail station, travels through Point Pleasant into Brick,
continues along Cedar Bridge Road, links into the Lakewood Industrial Park, and terminates in downtown Lakewood.
5
The award-winning SummerFest is a series of summer concert series held every Thursday evening during July and August at
Brick’s Windward Beach Park. Shuttle buses leave from convenient locations throughout the Township beginning at 5PM and
continuing until 8PM to transport audiences to the park. Return shuttles from the park begin at 9PM.
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Goal No. 7 - To provide an additional North-South means of crossing the Metedeconk River/Forge Pond and
provide an additional means of connecting northern and southern Brick.
The Metedeconk River divides the Township of Brick. In order to travel north or south through Brick, you must cross
the Metedeconk. Currently, the only way to cross the river is culvert, approximately 80 feet wide, located on State
Highway Route 70. This further aggravates congestion on this highway.
Providing another location to cross the river may alleviate a lot of the through traffic on Route 70. However,
numerous water bodies in the Township limit the practical number of locations where north-south crossings can be
constructed. The New Jersey Highway Authority is considering a proposal that will help to alleviate this congestion
point. The plan calls for a full interchange to be constructed at Milepost 91. This interchange would interconnect
with major local roads and thereby provide access to the Garden State Parkway both in a northbound and
southbound direction. The preliminary plan, which is in the property acquisition phase, is a collaborated effort of
the Highway Authority, Ocean County, and Brick Township.
The Mayor’s Transportation Advisory Committee (MTAC) and the Route 70 Task Force have been focusing on the
”Missing Mile” of Route 70. While grade separation is the most obvious way to reduce the traffic, construction of
flyovers, overpasses, and tunnels are not practical in an area this developed. Route 70 bypass roads are also being
analyzed. These bypass roads are conceptually service roads that would parallel the highway and provide access to
other principal arterials in the center of Town such as, Chambers Bridge Road, Cedar Bridge Avenue, and Brick
Boulevard. Road widening is the least complicated method of lessening the traffic, however, it would still be a
monumental task.
In March 2005, Brick Township presented a Concept Vision to the NJDOT for the segment between Brick Boulevard
and the township line with Lakewood. The focus was to identify the extent of physical improvements necessary to
achieve manageable operating conditions, and to increase awareness/priority of this area at the state level.
In order to evaluate how to best manage the traffic on Route 70, the Township of Brick, in conjunction with the New
Jersey Department of Transportation, has embarked on a traffic study project to analyze traffic congestion along
Route 70 through Brick Township. Based on this study, intersection improvements and signalization designs are
being developed to help alleviate the congestion at various intersections along Route 70.
The following lists the areas of study and the findings and consideration given to each.
Brick Boulevard
• Reconfigure jug handle to legalize left turn and extend westbound left storage
• Extend storage for southbound through/right turn or, provide right turn lane
• Three right turn lanes northbound on Route 70/3 eastbound and westbound lanes on Route 70
• Double Northbound through into u-turn (currently Foodtown Entrance)
Chambers Bridge Road
• Channelized Right turns
• 5-lane configuration
• 3 lanes eastbound/westbound – Route 70
• Extend left turn lane onto Chambers Bridge Road South
• Extend westbound left storage
• Extend northbound right turn lane from Route 70 west
Cedarbridge Avenue
• Double left southbound/northbound on Cedar Bridge
• County jughandle from Route 70 westbound
• 3 lanes eastbound/westbound on Route 70
• Dedicated right turn lane from Route 70 East to Cedar Bridge Avenue South
Target/Duquesne
• Extend eastbound left storage length
• 3 lanes eastbound/westbound – Route 70
LOWES
• Far side left jughandles
• Right turn sweeps north/south at signal on Route 70
• 3 lanes eastbound/westbound on Route 70
Brick Commuter Transportation Center
Brick Township, in order to encourage commuter parking has also established one commuter parking lot. The
existing lot is near the Dorado Shopping Center at the intersection of Lanes Mill Road and Chambers Bridge
Avenue. A planned lot consisting of 6.25 acres is located north of Burnt Tavern Road near Parkway Entrance No.
91. It will have a capacity of 900 cars.
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NJSH Route 88
In April 2005 the NJDOT and their consultant (Baker) presented a proposed schedule of pipeline Assignment
Projects that were derived from the Route 88 Corridor Study completed in 2003. The intersections identified in
Brick are:

1. Olden Street. Left turns were experiencing higher than average accident rates. Looking at installation of
left turn lanes with protected turning capability.
2. Route 70: Problems identified include lack of adequate advance signage for lane assignment, the need for
additional supplemental signal heads, and insufficient capacity through the intersection.
3. Post Road: Problems were identified with the lack of signage and sight distance, which were validated
with higher than average accident experience associated with left-turn and rear end accidents.
4. Roadway segment near access driveways to Pathmark shopping center
5. Van Zile Road: The lack of turn lanes were identified as the principal factors in the higher than average
angle and rear end accidents occurring at this location.
6. Road segment between Old Squan Road and Folsom Drive: The acute angle of the Old Squan Road
intersection alignment has been determined to be the principal factor in the over represented crash rates
for this segment of roadway.
7. Segment at Jordan Road near Point Pleasant Border: The narrowing roadway, offset to fixed-object
obstructions and limited sight distance are contributing to higher accident experience.
For intersections in the corridor, 4 of the top 10 were Brick Township intersections based on safety/operations.
For roadway segments in the corridor, 4 of the top 5 locations were in Brick
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